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We demonstrate that active rotations in chemically signalling particles, such as autochemotactic
E. coli close to walls, create a route for pattern formation based on a nonlinear yet deterministic
instability mechanism. For slow rotations, we find a transient persistence of the uniform state,
followed by a sudden formation of clusters contingent on locking of the average propulsion direc-
tion by chemotaxis. These clusters coarsen, which results in phase separation into a dense and a
dilute region. Faster rotations arrest phase separation leading to a global travelling wave of rotors
with synchronized roto-translational motion. Our results elucidate the physics resulting from the
competition of two generic paradigms in active matter, chemotaxis and active rotations, and show
that the latter provides a tool to design programmable self-assembly of active matter, for example
to control coarsening.
Various self-propelled microorganisms, like the bac-
terium E. coli [1–3] or the slime mold Dictyostelium dis-
oideum (Dicty) [4] can adapt their motion in response
to gradients of chemicals which they produce themselves
(Fig. 1a). Such a chemical ‘signalling’ can induce sponta-
neous aggregation through a positive feedback (Fig. 1b):
an initial positive chemical density fluctuation attracts
microorganisms, which produce further chemicals; this
amplifies the initial fluctuation supporting the recruit-
ment of further microoganisms, which eventually con-
dense into a macroscopic cluster coexisting with a dilute
microbial bath (Fig. 1b). Quantified by the Keller-Segel
(KS) model in the 1970s [5, 6], this signalling-route to
phase separation now serves as a prototypical example
for self-organization in nonequilibrium [7]. It is crucial
for the life cycle of Dicty [4]; it is also one possible mech-
anism to explain pattern formation in bacterial colonies
within agar [1, 2], alongside an alternative explanation
based on arrested motility induced phase separation [8].
Currently, the KS instability is attracting renewed at-
tention in active synthetic Janus colloids. These particles
catalyse reactions within a chemical bath, yielding gradi-
ents which drive self-propulsion via diffusiophoresis or a
similar mechanism. Importantly, other colloids may feel
rotational torques caused by the same long-ranged gra-
dients and respond to them by adapting their swimming
direction, thereby providing a synthetic analog of chemo-
tactic signalling [9–11]. The same KS equations can
therefore be transferred from the microbiological world to
phoretic colloids [10, 12–14]. Here, either the KS insta-
bility, or instabilities based on chemorepulsion [15] may
help explain the still elusive dynamic clustering observed
in experiments [10, 16, 17].
In all these cases chemotactic instability relies on
the ability of weak chemical fluctuations around the
uniform density to align microswimmers up (or down)
chemical gradients. However, under many circum-
stances microswimmers vary their swimming direction
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autonomously of chemical cues: this occurs, e.g., for bac-
teria swimming clockwise close to a glass wall [18], or
anti-clockwise near an oil-water interface [19] (see Elec-
tronic Supplementary Information (ESI) †for a discus-
sion on parameters). Synthetic examples of active sig-
nalling rotors with self-propulsion (sometimes called ’cir-
cle swimmers’) may be realised with L-shaped phoretic
swimmers [20, 21], or with active particles with dipole
moments [16, 22, 23] which will track the rotation of ap-
plied external fields [16, 24] and can interact via self-
produced phoretic fields [16].
We should expect that, close to uniform states, finite ac-
tive torques as caused by intrinsic rotations will generally
outcompete chemotactic torques which are proportional
to the chemical gradient, when it comes to determining
swimming direction: hence, they might generically lead
to a breakdown of the linear KS instability. Does this
rule out the possibility of phase separation and pattern-
ing in signalling rotors? This could have profound con-
sequences for systems like thin (bio)films of chemotactic
bacteria [25] or actuated phoretic particles.
Here, we propose a generic model to study active sig-
nalling rotors. As a key result we find that even weak
active rotations suppress the linear KS instability. How-
ever, we identify an instability mechanism which is dis-
tinct from the KS mechanism and creates a nonlinear,
but deterministic, route to pattern formation.
For small rotation frequency, this route generates
macroscopic phase separation: a fraction of the rotors
condenses into a dense phase, separated from a dilute
gas by a quasi-stationary interface where chemotaxis sup-
presses rotations and ‘locks’ the average swimming direc-
tion onto the upward density gradient. Away from the
interfaces, rotations persist in both phases and lead to
dynamic patterns, such as spots or moving stripes and
spirals (Fig. 2h,i) This combination of phase separation
with pattern formation within both phases represents a
novel type of hierarchical structure formation. When in-
creasing the rotation frequency above a certain thresh-
old, strikingly, the growing clusters do not coarsen any
more but form a global pattern of travelling stripes with
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2FIG. 1. Cartoons showing the basic setup and the locking instability (see text). a.) Chemotactic colloid/bacterium swimming
up a self-produced chemical gradient. b.) Keller-Segel instability. c.) Uniform phase of coherent rotors. d.) Rotors leave
chemical trail dephasing coherent rotations. e.) Possible seed configuration for the locking instability.
self-limiting size, suggesting that active rotations can be
used to control coarsening in suspensions of self-propelled
particles (Fig. 2l).
We describe active particles which self-propel with ve-
locity v0 and rotate with frequencies ωi > 0 at a coarse
grained level in two-dimensions. A smooth ρ(x, t) repre-
sents the active particle density and p(x, t) is the local
average of the unit vector describing the direction of self-
propulsion. We focus on polarized rotors with identical
frequencies, which applies to synthetic colloidal rotors
locked to a rotating field, but also to bacterial rotors
where short-ranged alignment interactions can synchro-
nize the individual rotations locally (see ESI †and final
paragraph). Thus, in absence of signalling, p rotates with
a collective frequency ω. Generally however, our rotors
produce signalling molecules with a local rate k0ρ; hence
p also responds, via chemotaxis, to gradients of the re-
sulting chemical field c(x, t), which decays with a rate kd.
This yields a competition of intrinsic active rotations and
chemotactic alignment which determines the behaviour
of the signalling rotors at large scales. Allowing for fi-
nite diffusion of the chemical and colloidal density fields
with coefficients Dc and Dρ, we describe signalling rotors
phenomenologically by:
ρ˙ = −v0∇ · (ρp) +Dρ∇2ρ+K∇2ρ3 (1)
φ˙ = ω + βpˆ×∇c; p = (cosφ, sinφ)T (2)
c˙ = k0ρ− kdc+Dc∇2c+ (c0 − c)3. (3)
Here, we used the notation a×b = a1b2−a2b1 and intro-
duced a chemotactic coupling strength β, as well as an
isotropic short range repulsion among colloids of strength
K > 0 and a cubic reaction term with rate coefficient 
leading to the saturation of any unstable mode [26]. This
phenomenological model can be justified microscopically
and is studied here as a minimal description of chemotac-
tic rotors (see ESI †), which focuses on the competition
between chemotaxis and active rotations. Its parame-
ter space can be reduced to five dimensions including
the (initial) density: only three of these enter the linear
dynamics close to the uniform state. We choose experi-
mentally sensible values for these parameters (ESI †) and
introduce the dimensionless number ∆ = ωv0/(ρ0k0β) as
a measure of the relative importance of active rotations
and chemotaxis.
We now explore the competition of active rotations
and chemotaxis by solving Eqs. (1-3) for different ∆ on
a square lattice with Lx × Ly grid points and periodic
boundary conditions using finite difference methods. As
an initial state, we choose a small and random pertur-
bation of the spatially uniform and coherently rotating
state (ρ, φ, c) = (ρ0, ωt, (k0/kd)ρ0) which solves Eqs. (1-
3). In absence of rotations (∆ = 0) we observe clusters
growing out of the uniform state (Fig. 2a), which colo-
calise with chemical density maxima and coarsen at long
times (Fig. 2b), yielding one dense macroscopic cluster
coexisting with a dilute gas (Fig. 2c). Here, instability of
the uniform state is expected due to the positive feedback
loop of particle aggregation and chemical production we
discussed in the introduction and in [15].
For ∆ = 5 × 10−3 this picture changes dramatically.
Now the uniform state persists for a certain duration (see
Videos 1,2 in ESI): we call this the initial lag regime.
Then, almost suddenly, fluctuations ‘awake’ and grow
to create clusters (Fig. 2d). These clusters coarsen into
a relatively dense phase separated from a dilute rotor
gas (Fig. 2f) by a slowly-moving interface where ro-
tations are suppressed and particles swim, on average,
up the chemical gradient (Video 2). Away from the
interface, all colloids perform a ‘stop-and-go’ rotation,
which is associated with dynamic short-lived density dips
and peaks (white spots and red dips in yellow region in
Figs. 2e,f). Choosing stronger rotations (∆ = 0.024) we
observe a similar suppression of rotations at the inter-
faces, but within both phases stripe and spiral patterns
form (Fig. 2g-i and Video 2).
For ∆ = 0.044 complexity suddenly breaks down: af-
ter a long initial lag regime and an intermediate regime
where short-lived dynamic clusters continuously emerge
and decay, we find a travelling wave made of straight par-
3FIG. 2. (a-l): Snapshots of density field ρ for different free rotation frequencies ω as a function of x, y at different times
(increasing from left to right). Values for ω and ∆ are: ω = 0; ∆ = 0 (a-c); 0.25; 5× 10−3 (d-f); 1.2; 0.024 (g-i) and 2.2; 0.044
(j-l). (m-t): snapshots of β|∇c| − ω corresponding to the density fields of columns 2 and 3 (m belongs to b; n to c etc).
Positive values represent locking, negative values rotations. Parameters: β = 5.0, ρ0 = 5.0, v0 = 0.5, kd = k0 = 1,  = 10, Dρ =
0.417;K = 0.025; , Dc = 1; c0 = (k0/kd)ρ0; Lx ×Ly = 50×50 in the first and third row, 40×40 in the second row and 80×32 in
the fourth row; 0.32
√
Dρ/kd is the distance between adjacent gridpoints.
allel stripes (Fig. 2k,l, Video 4) with self-limiting wave-
length. This sudden emergence of a length scale upon
increasing ∆ allows control of coarsening via active ro-
tations. The length scale of the stripe pattern which
decreases as ω increases and thus can be also controlled.
Rotation-locking transition – To understand the origin
of cluster growth for ∆ > 0 and the related suppression
of rotations at the cluster interfaces, we recast Eq. (2) as
φ˙ = ω + β|∇c| sin (φ+ δ) ; δ = arg(−∂xc+ i∂yc) (4)
Assuming a time-independent chemical field this can be
read, locally, as the Adler equation of synchronization
theory which features a transition from (quasi-)periodic
rotations (β|∇c| < ω) to phase locking (β|∇c| > ω), see
ESI †and [27–29]. Although, for our signalling rotors ∇c,
hence also δ, evolve in time, in the parameter regime rel-
evant to our numerical simulations, p responds fast to
changes in c, hence we expect that the locking transition
should still apply†. Our simulations confirm this expecta-
tion and clearly show a transition from ‘active’ rotations
to locking at β|∇c| ≈ ω (Fig. 2o-r), which explains the
suppression of rotations at, and only at, the interface in
Fig. 2e,f,h,i where chemical gradients are strong enough
to generate locking. This locking induces a permanent
self-advective flux of particles from the dilute phase to
the dense phase balancing diffusion in the opposite di-
rection and thus stabilizes dense rotor clusters.
Locking instability – Since the locking mechanism sta-
bilizes clusters, we expect an instability mechanism al-
lowing for the growth of these clusters out of the uniform
state. We now resolve this in detail. Working in the
adiabatic limit where p responds fast to changes of c,
Eqs. (1-3) simplify significantly. If ω = 0, they resem-
ble the Keller-Segel model (ESI †), which leads to phase
separation through a long wavelength linear instability
– essentially this is the positive feedback described in
the Introduction. In sharp contrast, we show in the ESI
†that active rotations generically suppress linear insta-
bility of the uniform phase in Eqs. (1-3). Physically, this
is in line with the intuitive expectation that small chem-
ical gradients caused by fluctuations around the uniform
state are too weak to fix the orientations of active rotors
and cannot promote a linear instability. As a result, the
KS instability is ineffective for active signalling rotors.
This raises the question why we could still observe clus-
ter growth in our simulations. The answer is that chemo-
taxis can abduct the rotors into the nonlinear regime be-
fore they complete a full rotation, and this in turn can
lead to a nonlinear instability. To understand the un-
derlying physical mechanism, let us reconsider our coher-
ently rotating uniform initial state, where all rotors are in
phase (Fig. 1c). While ρ, c remain approximately uniform
in the course of the early-stage dynamics, weak fluctua-
tions of c continuously dephase the orientation field p due
4FIG. 3. Schematics of possible asymptotic states (see text)
a.) Slow rotations: Macrophase separation with coexisting
dilute and dense phase of rotors separated by an interface of
chemically locked rotors.b.) Moderate rotations: Travelling
wave pattern of signalling rotors with synchronized rotational
and translational motion of p.
to chemotaxis (Fig. 1d). Once the rotors are sufficiently
out of phase, they can form, temporarily, aster-like ‘seed’
configurations (Fig. 1e), where all particles in the vicinity
of a positive fluctuation of c swim up the chemical gradi-
ent. This configuration promotes, temporarily, a growth
of the fluctuation via the standard KS feedback loop. If
this growth generates a chemical gradient surpassing the
locking-threshold (β|∇c| > ω) before the seed decays,
then p remains locked in its vicinity – leading to a stable
cluster as just discussed [33]. Hence, we call our nonlinear
instability the ‘locking instability’. Whether the locking
instability is effective or not in practice is a matter of
competing timescales, between the instantaneous growth
rate of chemical gradients and ω– the former needs to
dominate to create locking. Video 5 in the ESI †shows
the early stage dynamics of c and p, reflecting that c and
its gradients can indeed grow beyond the locking thresh-
old on timescales where p rotates only slightly.
Breakdown of locking – Locking gets increasingly dif-
ficult as ∆ increases and eventually breaks down, quite
suddenly, at ∆ ≈ 0.027 (for parameters as in Fig. 2); be-
yond this, stable clusters are no longer possible. Specif-
ically, as ∆ increases (i) steeper interfaces are needed to
satisfy the locking criterion and (ii) active rotations in-
creasingly dominate the equilibrium between chemotaxis
and rotations which leads to a steering of the locked p
away from its ‘ideal’ orientation up the gradient. This in
turn reduces the advective flux up the density gradient
leading to shallower interfaces (see ESI †and Videos 2,3).
Unlike for linear (supercritical) instabilities an instability
criterion is ill-defined here, and the breakdown of lock-
ing depends on an implicit balance between steepness of
interfaces and locking orientation of p far away from the
uniform state. Likewise, when comparing the locking in-
stability to nucleation in systems approaching thermal
equilibrium, which is also nonlinear and requires a seed
configuration, we find again important differences. Cru-
cially, for example, our clusters require steep interfaces to
survive, and a dense cluster with shallow interfaces would
quickly decay; in contrast, for near-equilibrium systems,
once a dense seed has nucleated it will grow, however
shallow its interfaces may be.
Active rotations arrest coarsening – For large ∆, where
rotations are too strong to allow locking, we observed a
long period where small and short lived clusters dynam-
ically emerge and decay on timescales ∼ 2pi/ω. These
clusters emerge from seeds which promote a growth of ρ
and c which is too slow to surpass the locking threshold
and hence slows down the rotation of p only temporar-
ily. Strikingly, however, this dynamic clustering does not
proceed forever, and eventually some clusters merge (due
to diffusion and short ranged repulsions which penal-
ize large interfaces) and synchronise their rotations and
translations to form coherent waves (see Video 4 in ESI).
Specifically, within clusters, the relative phases (frequen-
cies) of adjacent rotors change continously until the sys-
tem eventually reaches a steady state. Here such a steady
state is possible in the form of a stripy pattern (Fig. 2l),
which moves precisely by one spatial period during one
rotational cycle of p. In a frame comoving with the pat-
tern, p is then fixed (Fig. 3b) and the pattern, a periodic
non-uniform state, is an attractor for the dynamics of
the system. Hence, merging and approaching this steady
state represents a second route allowing short lived clus-
ters to avoid decay.
This process of forming short lived clusters which pre-
vent their decay by merging and moving into a collective
direction (spontaneous symmetry breaking) constitutes
a second nonlinear instability mechanism of the uniform
state that is independent of the locking mechanism. In
contrast with the latter, this mechanism works at all fre-
quencies, but is comparatively slow since it involves the
coordination of several clusters. Hence this second route
to structure formation in signalling rotors is particularly
relevant in parameter regimes where the locking mecha-
nism is ineffective, i.e., for large ω, but applies similarly
to the moving stripes formed within the dense and the
dilute phase in Fig. 2g-i.
As its most remarkable feature and contrasting the
locking instability, this route to pattern formation in-
troduces a length scale in steady state. Within a large
region of parameter space, this length scale increases ap-
proximately as v0/ω. Hence, for synthetic rotors this
length scale can be tuned via the frequency of an applied
rotating field. We emphasize that this length scale is de-
termined purely dynamically and cannot be calculated
via the standard tools for linear (supercritical) instabili-
ties like amplitude equations [30].
Non-identical frequencies – We finally discuss sig-
nalling rotors with non-identical frequencies (e.g., a pop-
ulation of bacteria close to a wall). In absence of align-
ment effects these rotors quickly dephase and destroy the
local polar order. However, hydrodynamic [31] or steric
alignment interactions can ‘synchronize’ individual rota-
tions. Assuming, e.g., short ranged polar alignment in-
teractions with alignment rate (g/r2c ) sin(θj−θi) between
particles i, j (polar coordinates) if their distance |ri− rj |
is smaller than a cutoff radius rc and ignoring chemo-
5taxis (which supports alignment), the local orientation
of a rotor follows
θ˙i = ωi +
√
2Drξi(t) + (g/r
2
c )
∑
sin(θj − θi) (5)
Here we sum over all Nc ≈ r2cρ(ri) particles with dis-
tance less than rc to the ith particle and ξi(t) repre-
sents unit-variance Gaussian white noise. Remarkably,
for dense systems , Eq. (5) can be identified (locally)
as the Kuramoto model with noise [32] which shows a
phase transition from the incoherent uniform phase to
frequency locking if gρ0 is a few times larger than Dr
and the standard deviation ∆ω of the distribution func-
tion of the individual frequencies [32]. Thus, within an
ensemble of non-identical rotors, a strong enough align-
ment interaction causes a macroscopic fraction of them
to rotate in phase with an average frequency, so that
our analysis for identical rotors still largely applies. The
main caveat is that synchronization of the individual ro-
tations takes place locally, so the average rotation may
vary in space and time. We thus performed simulations
of Eqs. (1-3) with additional frequency noise ωξ(x, t) in
Eq. (2): the results resemble those in Fig. 2 as long as
∆ω < ω and the correlation time of ωξ is short compared
to 1/ω. Note, that the ESI †material provides an alter-
native and direct microscopic justification of Eqs. (1-3)
for rotors with non-identical frequencies.
In conclusion, although even weak active rotations lin-
early stabilise the uniform phase in ensembles of auto-
chemotactic particles, they generate a nonlinear route to
structure formation. This route creates novel patterns in-
cluding hierarchically organized states combining phase
separation and pattern formation. It also allows for fea-
tures which would be impossible to achieve in linear in-
stability scenarios, such as a delayed onset of patterning
whose lag time can be programmed via the initial condi-
tions. More generally, we showed that rotations provide
a versatile new tool to design self-assembly and collec-
tive behaviour of active matter, for example to control
coarsening.
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